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DESCRIPTION
Review of Innovation and Competitiveness (RIC) publishes both theoretical and applied research with an emphasis on topics in international trade, factors conditions, demand conditions, firm strategy, structure and rivalry, human resource endowments, R&D capabilities, new
technology adoption, managerial and organizational factors, models and process of innovation,
innovation law and policy, innovation networks, technical change, marketing innovation, clusters and networks and other topics falling within the field of economics of innovation.
RIC is not tied to any particular strand of theory, academic discipline, or subject of research in the field of economic science investigating economics of innovation and competitiveness.
RIC will endeavor to provide concise and accessible review on most important technical,
socio-economic factors driving information technology industries.
In pursuit of its program RIC will try to explain what is happening in the race for global
innovation advantage, explain economic decline in the most developed economies of the 21st
century, change and dynamics in the innovation and innovation polices worldwide, building
innovation advantage in order to overcome barriers to innovation.

ABSTRACTING AND INEXING
Hrčak: Portal of Scientific Journals of Croatia
Google Scholar Citation
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EDITORIAL BORD
Editors-in-Chief:
Prof. dr. sc. Marinko Škare, Juraj Dobrila University of Pula,
Faculty of economics and tourism „Dr. Mijo Mirković“, Pula, Croatia
Prof. dr. sc. Danijela Križman Pavlović, Juraj Dobrila University of Pula,
Faculty of economics and tourism „Dr. Mijo Mirković“, Pula, Croatia
Managing editor:
Katarina Kostelić - katarina.kostelic@unipu.hr
Editorial Board:
Jurica Pavičić, University of Zagreb
Nikša Alfirević, University of Split
Tihomir Vranešević, University of Zagreb
Soumitra Sharma, Juraj Dobrila University of Pula
Branka Krivokapić Skoko, Charles Sturt University
Peide Liu, Shandong University
Jerzy Paslawski, Poznan University
Irene Lill, Tallinn University of Technology
Edyta Plebankiewicz, Cracow University of Technology
Edmundas Kazimieras Zavadskas, Vilnius Gediminas Technical University
Romualdas Ginevičius, Vilnius Gediminas Technical University
Maria-Gabriella Baldarelli, University of Bologna
Moshe Hagigi, Boston University
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GUIDE FOR AUTHORS
INTRODUCTION
The Journal Scope regards to both theoretical and applied research, and is not tied to any
particular strand of theory, academic discipline, or subject of research in the field of economic
science investigating economics of innovation and competitiveness. Papers regarding review of
most important technical, socio-economic factors driving information technology industries
are very welcome, as well as any contributions to explaining what is happening in the race for
global innovation advantage, explaining economic decline in the most developed economies
of the 21st century, change and dynamics in the innovation and innovation polices worldwide,
building innovation advantage in order to overcome barriers to innovation.
BEFORE YOU BEGIN
Ethics in publishing. Peer - reviewed process is a cornerstone of the current academic
community. It reflects the quality of the papers and their authors’ knowledge. Peer-reviewed
articles support and embody the scientific method. So, it is important to agree regarding the
standards of expected ethics in publishing.
Duties of authors: originality of submitted paper, authorship of submitted paper, acknowledgement of sources, avoid disclosure and conflicts of interest (including any financial,
personal or other relationships that could inappropriately influence, or be perceived to negatively influence other persons or organizations), avoid fundamental errors in papers, avoid
multiple/ concurrent submissions and publications, respect reporting standards.
Duties of reviewers: contribution to editorial decision, check the originality of the paper, check the quality of the paper, submit quality and useful comments for authors, objectivity,
confidentiality, avoid the conflict of interest.
Duties of editors: making fair publication decision, assigning reviewers, promptly notify
the authors on reviewer’s opinion, involvement in final paper publication adjustments but not
more than 10% of the submitted paper, confidentiality.
SUBMISSION
Submitted paper must have not been previously published (except in the form of an abstract or conference abstract), and not submitted for publication elsewhere. Also, the submitted paper must be approved by all authors (if there are more than one author). If the paper is
accepted, it will not be published anywhere else in the same form in any language without the
consent of the copyright holder. By submitting the paper, authors accept all the terms from this
document.
COPYRIGHT CC-BY
Subscribers are allowed to reproduce parts of the article but only with appropriate reference to the paper/ journal. Other forms of resale, derivative work, publication or compilations
as well as translations are not allowed without the publisher’s consent.
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Authors are allowed to use their published articles for personal promotion in academic
society (such as uploading the paper to academic social networks or formal data bases). If authors wish to replicate parts of their paper published in RIC, they have to include the appropriate reference.
OPEN ACCESS
Articles are available online to the wide audience. There is no publication fee for the online
open access publication.
SUBSCRIPTION
Articles are available online at Review of Innovation and Competitiveness site. The subscription is possible for the printed edition, and it is 200 Kuna per a Year (four editions).
DOUBLE - BLIND PEER REVIEW
Review of Innovation and Competitiveness uses double-blind review, which means that
the identities of the authors are concealed from the reviewers, and vice versa.
To enable this, it is necessary to distinguish the Submission template and Final paper template. Submission Template should be submitted without the author’s names (there is a cover
letter template which authors should fill in with personal data). Final paper template should
be submitted after the author is notified about paper acceptance from the editors. For details,
check the templates - pack.
ARTICLE STRUCTURE
We encourage “Your Paper - Your Way” system, which enables the authors to choose any
structure they find fit to properly represent their research in the article. There are differences
between quantitative and qualitative papers, as well as between reviews, preliminary papers
and original research papers. However, authors should still comply basic requirements of a scientific paper: offer solid theoretical background, state hypothesis and paper goal, explain the
choice and use of the methodology, state results, discuss results and their impact on theoretical
background, as well as possible applications; not necessarily in that order. Of course, the article
should begin with an introduction and end with a conclusion.
There are many good articles which can help authors decide on an article structure and
writing style (here are some of them): Your Paper, Your Way - now available to all journals: Becoming more author-friendly, 8 reasons I accepted your article, 11 steps to structuring a science
paper editors will take seriously, Six things to do before writing your manuscript, Quick guide to
Journal Writing, Guidelines on writing a first quantitative article, Theuns Kotze.
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ABSTRACT
The abstract should contain between 250 and 500 words. It should be concise and summarize the paper in order to attract the reader’s attention. The abstract should introduce the reader
to the topic, indicate the main goal of the research, suggest theoretical or empirical importance,
brief description of methodology, and main findings and/ or contributions to the field.
REFERENCES
Every source used in the paper should be stated in the references. For references, please
use Chicago style (The easiest way is to install Google scholar button in your browser, write the
title of the source, click on “, choose Chicago style, copy the reference, and paste it into the template with the option Keep the text only - so you won’t have to edit the font afterwards).
FINAL PRE-SUBMISSION CHECK
Please, before submission, check: if the author’s names are correctly written and in the
right order, e-mail addresses, the name of institution, JEL codes, keywords, proper figure and
table captions, spell-check and grammar-check, all references included and written in requested style, equations are all in .jpeg format, figures and graphs look good in black/white print.
AFTER ACCEPTANCE
After the paper is accepted for publication and delivered to the editors in the final form, the
paper will enter the publishing process where minor adjustments can be applied to the paper.
After the publication of the Journal issue, authors will be notified and will receive a .pdf version
of their paper, as well as one copy of the printed edition of the Journal.
“I have just been part of an adventure of discovery in science and I have found something that I
want to share with you, the reader. In this article, I am going to take you on the same adventure and tell
you what made me excited about it. In doing so I hope you will recognize and appreciate my scientific
contribution.” (Lindsay, 2011: 3)
Lindsay, D. R. Scientific writing. CSIRO publishing, 2011
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